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The WRF-CHEM Simulation Design

- **Period**: March – May 2006
- **Anthropogenic emissions**: MACCity + SEAC$^4$RS
- **Biomass burning emissions**: FINN V1
- **7 BC tracers are included**
- **Source tracers** – BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY
- **Sector tracers** – BC-RES, BC-TRA, BC-IND, BC-POW
WRF-Chem captures observed variations in BC during ICARB.

Anthropogenic emissions account for most of the BC loading.
Anthropogenic emissions are main sources of BC in South Asia.

- ICARB was fairly well representative of a larger spatial scale and pre-monsoon season.
- Biomass burning makes a significant contribution in Burma and BoB.
- Arabian Sea is influenced more by the background sources.
Residential and industrial sectors are main contributors to BC loadings.
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Summary

- WRF-Chem model captures the observed variations in BC mass concentrations in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
- Anthropogenic emissions are main sources of BC in India while biomass burning dominates in Burma.
- Residential and Industrial sectors are the main contributors to anthropogenic BC.
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